Abstract. By varying the forcing frequency and amplitude of a periodically forced planar oscillator, we can obtain a rich variety of responses. Whenever the resonance regions that are known to exist for small amplitudes of forcing terminate, we show that a fixed-point Hopf bifurcation must be involved. The main tool, whose properties we discuss in detail, is a self-rotation number for orbits in the plane. We illustrate our theorems with a numerical model.
Introduction
A standard model of periodically forced planar oscillators with parameters (U (forcing amplitude) and o (forcing frequency) is given by dx dt -= F ( x ) + aG(x, or) where x E R2, (0, (U) E R X R, t E R, and G is periodic with period one in its second variable. For a=0, the flow of (1) is assumed to have a repelling equilibrium co inside a globally attracting (except for co) closed orbit Co. CO is the unforced oscillator. Let oo be its (non-zero) frequency. It turns out that o o / w is a more convenient parameter than W . We will name our parameter space p = ( w o / o , a) E R + x [w+ c R2. Note that we are restricting ourselves to positive frequencies and non-negative forcing amplitudes.
Let #,,(x, t, to) be the flow of (1) satisfying qbp(x, to, to) = x. We can reduce the study of (1) to a two-parameter family& of maps of the plane by considering time T = l/o maps of the flows &(x, t, 0) of (1):
We assume F and G are C' so that the family& will also be C'. Choices of to other than to = 0 would give us different, but C ' conjugate maps. Note also that time-T maps of C1 flows are always orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms.
B Peckham
A time l / w map of the unforced (a = 0) oscillator will have CO as a globally attracting, normally hyperbolic, invariant curve, and co as a repelling fixed point. Both will persist for small amplitudes of forcing. Because the invariant curve is globally attracting, we need only study the dynamics on the curve in order to know the eventual fate of all orbits. In particular, with the exception of the repelling fixed point, periodic orbits can exist only on the invariant curve. Consequently, for small forcing amplitude, circle map theory completely describes the bifurcations present in the forced oscillator family.
What the generic circle map theory tells us ([1, 21) is that non-overlapping wedge-shaped resonance regions (Arnol'd horns, tongues) open into the first quadrant of the parameter plane from every point on the a=O axis, where w o / o = p / q is rational. Inside the ' p / q resonance region', the corresponding phase portraits include an attracting invariant 'circle in resonance' with a pair of period-q orbits having rotation number p / q . One orbit is a saddle; the other is an attracting node. The boundaries of these resonance regions are saddle-node bifurcation curves for fq where the two period-q orbits annihilate each other as the parameter values cross from inside to outside the resonance region. Look ahead to the closed curves in phase portraits 3, 9, 15 and 16 of figure 6 for examples of circles in resonance. By considering only the small-amplitude portion of the corresponding parameter space diagram in figure 5 , we see the respective wedge-shaped resonance regions for each circle in resonance, as just described in this paragraph.
Although the invariant circles typically break to form more complicated recurrent sets and attractors as the forcing amplitude is increased, the saddle-node curves bounding the region inside which period-q orbits exist can be numerically continued. Recently, several numerical studies of families of forced oscillators have revealed some fascinating bifurcation diagrams. See, for example, [3-71. A prominent feature of many of the diagrams is a Hopf bifurcation curve where the resonance regions seem to terminate.
For related works, see also [8, 9] . The former (Aronson et al) is a computerassisted study of bifurcations inside the resonance regions. The breaking of the invariant circles in resonance is treated, in particular. The latter (Gambaudo) is an analytical study treating the periodic forcing of a Hopf bifurcation of an autonomous system. Many of the local pictures in [9] correspond to portions of the diagrams in the works listed in the previous paragraph.
In this paper, we show that whenever any p / q resonance region is compact, a Hopf bifurcation curve will exist. The main idea, introduced by Aronson et a1 [4] , is to look at a p / q resonance region in the parameter space as the projection from the full four-dimensional phase X parameter space of a surface of period-q points. These surfaces are invariant under the mapsf,. Especially when the surfaces are also compact, we have many topological tools at our disposal. In particular, we prove a fixed-point theorem for f , restricted to specific ' p / q resonance surfaces'. Further, the fixed point that is shown to exist on a p / q resonance surface must have an eigenvalue exp(2~riplq). If q 3 3 and f , is a generic family of maps, then such a point is a Hopf bifurcation point (with p / q resonance). See [2] for the analysis of these Hopf bifurcation points. Connecting the Hopf points gives us the Hopf curve whose existence we originally set out to prove.
The main tool we introduce to obtain the results of the preceding paragraph is a rotation number for orbits of maps of the plane. This 'self-rotation number' is a generalisation of the usual notion of rotation number for circle maps [lo] and annulus maps [ll] . It is a topological invariant which allows us to distinguish between surfaces of period-q points with different rotation numbers. We define the self-rotation number first (section 2) in order to use it in defining p / q resonance surfaces instead of just period-q resonance surfaces. This justifies the use of p / q in the previous paragraph. The properties of the self-rotation number are discussed in detail. Definitions of the resonance surfaces, statements of the theorems and proofs follow in section 3. In addition to the fixed point theorem, we show that, generically, the resonance surfaces are indeed topological 2-manifolds. We end with a numerical example in section 4 of an oscillator with periodic 'impulse' forcing. Studies of this caricature originally suggested, and now corroborate, much of the mathematics presented in this paper.
We note that in [12] Chow et a1 use a topological orbit invariant of their own to obtain a result relating the existence of periodic orbits to the eigenvalues of the fixed point from which they bifurcated. Their proposition 3.2 is related to parts (B) and (C) of our theorem 1. They do not, however, distinguish between orbits of the same period but different rotation number. Consequently, our results are even stronger for the forced planar oscillators.
Self-rotation number
We introduce this generalisation of rotation number in order to obtain a topological invariant that depends only on the orbit in question, and not on the choice of a reference point around which the orbit 'rotates'. As indicated in section 1, because the invariant circles that exist for small amplitudes of forcing for maps induced by (1) typically break at higher forcing amplitudes, circle map rotation numbers are inappropriate for use in the whole parameter space.
Implicit in the standard definitions for rotation numbers is a reference point around which the orbit rotates. Our definition of self-rotation number allows reference points that are not necessarily fixed under the map. We first define the rotation number of any point x around any other (reference) point y. The self-rotation number is then defined as the rotation number of x around f ( x ) , or equivalently, of f ( x ) around x.
The geometric construction is most easily visualised when the map is a time-T 'stroboscopic' map of a time periodic flow, such as is described in the first paragraph of section 1. This is because the original flow serves as a natural suspension for the map. We discuss this process in subsection 2.1. A similar construction works for general homeomorphisms of the plane by choosing a suspension, or, equivalently, as we do in subsection 2.2 in order to more closely parallel the standard rotation number development, a lift of the homeomorphism. In subsection 2.3 we extend the definition of the self-rotation number to fixed points when f is a diffeomorphism.
Some of the properties of the self-rotation number, including its dependence on parameters, are discussed in subsection 2.4.
It is possible to skip the formal treatment in subsections 2.2 and 2.3 on a first reading, although subsection 2.3, which depends on subsection 2.2, is necessary to understand the eigenvalue result in theorem 1. Subsection 2.1, on the other hand, is essential to all that follows.
Time-T maps of periodic flows
Let $(x, t, to) be the flow of any time-periodic planar vector field, with time period T. As an example, consider the flow of equation (1) for any fixed values of the parameters o and a and T = l / w . The induced map is f(x) = $(x, T, to), for any fixed to. Define 0: R2 x R 2 x R + S by This is well defined for all t if x Z y . When t is an integer, 0(x, y , tT) is the angle from y to x after t iterations off. Let G E R be any lift of 0 E S . Define the rotation number of x around y under f as whenever this limit exists. The numerator is the total rotation of x around y after flowing for tT time units, or t iterations of the map f. This definition is independent of the choice of lift. In fact, because two different lifts can only differ by a fixed multiple of 23r, the numerator 6(x, y , tT) -6(x, y , 0) is the same for any two lifts.
Finally, define the self-rotation number of x under f as 
Homeomorphisms
Now let f be an orientation-preserving homeomorphism of R2, not necessarily a time-T map of a flow. As in the previous section, we will first define the rotation 
The variables that change in the first and last functions in this composition are the polar coordinate changes given by (iii) The polar coordinates make it easy to lift F to a function P on the covering space R + x R x R2.
(iv) The polar coordinates also make it easy to extend F to [w+ X S X R2, which we do in subsection 2.3.
The lift P can be any function which satisfies n 0 8 = F 0 n, where n : R + x R x R2+ R + x S x R2 is the natural projection given by (a, e, y)-* (a, 8 = 6 mod(2n), y). If n2 is the projection onto the second variable then n2(flk(a, e, y ) ) -n2(a, e, y ) = n2(fik(a, e, y ) ) -e is the total rotation of x around y after k iterations off. So the average number of rotations per iterate, or the rotation number of x around y under f is defined as whenever this limit exists. Compare (8) with (3). As with standard definitions of rotation numbers for maps of the circle or annulus [lo, 111, this definition is independent of the choice of the representative coordinate e in the covering space but, because we must make a choice of lift instead of using the natural suspension to tell us how much we 'rotate' between iterates off, is unique only mod(2n).
As in the previous section, we define the self-rotation number of x under f as
Because the construction for p(x, y, f) assumed only x # y , this self-rotation number is well defined (assuming the limit in the definition exists) whenever x is not a fixed point off.
Diffeomorphisms and fixed points
In order to extend the self-rotation number to fixed points, it is necessary to assume f is a C' diffeomorphism of 58'. The previous section gives us a way of defining p(x,y,f) for x # y . To define p(y, y,f), the rotation number of a point around itself, we must allow x =y, or equivalently (recall ( 6 ) ) , a = 0. That is, we must extend the domain and range of the function F from a map on R + x S x R' to a map (which we still call F), on [ W ' X S X R'. We define the extension by
Geometrically, this makes p(y, y,f) the average rotation of the derivative Dfon the orbit of y. Becausefis C', we can use the mean-value theorem and the right-hand side of (7) for a f O to see that (9) continuously extends (7) to a = 0. It is easier to see that the first and third components of F extend continuously to a = 0, as well. The rest of subsection 2.2 can now be duplicated, this time allowing a to be 0. The one hitch is that the polar coordinate changes in (5) and ( 
is the rotation number of the circle map Oo,y, which necessarily exists and is independent of 8. 0
Consequently, if y is a fixed point of f, we can define p(y,y,f) as
for any 8 E S . Equation (4) can now be used for the self-rotation number of fixed points as well:
Properties
We list here several of the more useful properties related to the self-rotation number. Properties 4 and 5 , which have analogous statements for any rotation number, are key to the arguments in section 3.
Property 1. The rotation of x around y , p(x, y , f), encompasses the usual definition for rotation numbers of a circle map, annulus map, or a map of the plane with a distinguished fixed point around which to rotate. We merely let the reference point y be the centre of the circle, the centre of the annulus, or the fixed point in the plane, respectively. In the first two cases, we treat the 'centres' as fixed points of the maps. Because the centres are fixed in all three cases, however, the full use of our new map F, defined in (S), is unnecessary, since the last coordinate never changes:
Property 2. The self-rotation number is equivalent to the usual rotation number for circle maps.
Proof. Let f : S-S be the circle map. Let { x i } be an orbit in S , where xi+l =!(xi).
If we embed S as the unit circle in the plane by xi+yi = (cos x i , sin x i ) , and define a, 8 by (a cos 8, a sin 8) = (cos xl, sin xl) -(cos xo, sin xo), then we must show that
We can interpret xi as the angle of the vector from the origin to yi. The left-hand side of (10) is the usual circle map rotation number, which is the average change in this (lifted) angle per iterate, in multiples of 2n. Similarly, the self-rotation number, on the right-hand side, measures the average change in the angle of the secant vectors in R 2 from (cosxi, sinxi) to ( C O S X~+~, sinxifl). Using the angular coordinates on the unit circle and figure 2 we can see that the angle between consecutive secant vectors is the same as the angle between the perpendicular bisectors of the secants, which is &i+l + x i ) -;(xi -xi-,) = 3(xi+l - chosen the arbitrary multiples of 2 n in and 2 to match:
where C is independent of k. Therefore, as k + 0, making the two rotation numbers equal. 0
This result enables us to proceed in section 3 without first redoing circle map theory with 'our' rotation number.
Property 3. The self-rotation number does not depend on any reference point. Only the orbit itself is used. This is advantageous computationally, as well as theoretically, even when the orbit in question is known to lie on an invariant circle. Only one orbit needs to be computed because the reference point is on the same orbit. The location and/or continuation of an additional centre fixed point or other reference point is unnecessary.
Property 4.
We now treat the parameter dependence, which is essential to our bifurcation study. for any k. This is especially useful in studying secondary bifurcations. For example, if a period-three point x with p,(x, f,) = 3, undergoes a period-doubling bifurcation, we expect to see a period-six orbit nearby the original period-three orbit. The period-six points will have p(J:(x), x, f,) = p / 2 for some integer p , but the self-rotation number will still be f, or more descriptively, f . Property 7. If x is a period-q point o f f with self-rotation number p l q , then the suspension of the orbits starting at x andf(x) gives us a braid on two strands which is a ( p , q ) torus knot. The self-rotation number, however, can exist for non-periodic orbits. See [13] for much more extensive work on linked orbits and braid theory.
Property 8. Self-rotation numbers for fixed points of maps that are C1 homeomorphisms, but not diffeomorphisms, can also be defined. Self-rotation numbers for continuous maps that are not homeomorphisms can also be used. Backward self-rotation numbers can be defined analogously. Because we are interested mainly in periodic points of diffeomorphisms, however, we will not pursue any of these generalisations here.
The resonance surfaces
We now return to the forced oscillator system (l), although most of the ideas presented here are applicable to surfaces of periodic points for generic twoparameter families of diffeomorphisms, varying continuously with respect to the parameters in the C1 topology. The term 'generic', in fact, will be used in this context for all of section 3. A generic bifurcation (family, surface, . . .) will be one that is generic in the space of two-parameter families of diffeomorphisms, varying continuously in the C' topology. When referring to (l), we will assume the family& it generates is generic for {a > O}. When a = 0, the corresponding maps are time-T maps of a flow, which are definitely not generic. (Recall that p = ( w o / o , a) .)
As we indicated in section 1, the resonance regions in the parameter space, which are the parameter values for which a periodic orbit of a given period exists, are more easily understood as the projections of surfaces of periodic points from phase x parameter space. In particular, points that project to cusps on the resonance region boundary in the parameter space can turn out to be smooth manifold points on the corresponding surface. After we define these surfaces in subsection 3.1, we show in subsection 3.2 that they are, in fact, 2-manifolds. On each component of a ' p / q resonance surface' that includes points which project to the a = 0 tip of the p / q resonance region, we can then find a fixed point (subsection 3.3). Generically, this must be a Hopf bifurcation point.
Definitions
For each positive integer q, we define r(q) = {(x, p ) E R 2 X (R+ X rw'): x is on an orbit with least period q for&}.
Because we have two parameters, each r(q) will be a two-dimensional surface. The following lemma uses the self-rotation number to allow us to distinguish between components of r(q). n2(fiq(a, 6, x, p ) ) -6]/2n, which is well defined, continuous, and integer-valued on r(q). Therefore, ps must be constant. ps(x, p ) is constant on components of r(q).
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We are now finally able to define our main object of study, the 'p/q resonance surface' as the closure Tp/4 of P I q , where P I q = the component of r(q) containing CO x (p/q, 0).
(Recall that CO is the unforced oscillator.) Its projection APIq = nP(rp/4) to the parameter space we call the 'p/q resonance region'. These resonance regions, at least for small a, are what have been traditionally called 'Arnol'd horns'.
The small forcing amplitude theory discussed in section 1 ensures that the points of r p I q that project to the small-a tip of APIq are on an invariant circle and have self-rotation number p/q. Lemma 1 implies that ps(x, p ) = p / q for all (x, p) E rJ'Iq, if q z 2. We call (x, p) E a 'p/q point' on a 'p/q orbit'.
Topology
We have seen that components of r(q) can be identified by a self-rotation number when q 3 2. The self-rotation number is not necessarily constant on components of r(l), however, because ps, which is the average rotation of the derivative, does not have to be p / l . For instance, a fixed point with eigenvalues r exp(f2ni8) will have a self-rotation number * 8 mod(l), for any 8 E R. Consequently, we will work with components of r(1) for fixed points, and components of Tp/4 for non-fixed periodic orbits.
To prove that r(1) is a true 2-manifold, we appeal to the implicit function theorem. Away from the bifurcation points, the application is straightforward. At each bifurcation point, we use the universal unfolding along with the implicit function theorem. Since there are only a finite number of codimension-one and -two fixed-point bifurcations, we can consider them all. Proving that TP'Q is a manifold is more difficult. At bifurcation points, either the points on the bifurcating p / q orbit interact, or they do not. If they do not, we must have q copies of one of the fixed-point bifurcations which will have been treated along with r(1). If the points on the bifurcating orbit do interact, we use the self-rotation number to limit the types of bifurcations that are possible. Specifically (theorem l), if (p, q ) = 1, the only possibility is that the period-q orbit points all coalesce to create a fixed point.
Pairs of points on a 2 orbit, for example, cannot come together to form a period-three orbit. Further, because the self-rotation number of the fixed point must also be p / q , the fixed point must have exp(2nip/q) as an eigenvalue. For q 5 3, this is generically a Hopf bifurcation point. Note that for q = 3 and sometimes q = 4, the usual Hopf bifurcation notion of a stable sink changing into an unstable source, surrounded by an attracting invariant circle, is somewhat altered [2] . In any case, the Hopf points are the only bifurcations that can occur on rp/4 that differ from the fixed-point bifurcations.
In subsection 3.3, we prove a fixed-point theorem that says each resonance surface rp/4 with q 3 2 must have a fixed point. These fixed points are the Hopf bifurcations for which the paper is named.
Before we proceed with the above programme, we must include a technical note about the topology of the parameter -space. Recall from section 1 that our parameter space p = (oo/o, a) is R + X R+. We avoid a < 0 because the bifurcations there should be analogous to a>0. We include a=O not only because zero forcing amplitudes are possible, but also because it gives us a starting point where we are certain that exists. Namely, because f , for each p = ( p / q , 0) is a rigid rotation with rotation number p / q when restricted to the unforced oscillator CO, then the whole circle CO X ( p / q , 0) is contained in a component of r(q) with self-rotation number p / q . We used this, in fact, to define P I 4 in subsection 3.1. On the other hand, we do avoid wo/w = 0 because we normally think of varying the forcing frequency o in an application. Further, although we know what happens at a=O, we have no a priori insight as to what might be happening as we approach oo/o = 0. So we avoid it altogether. (x, p ) is not a bifurcation point of r ( l ) , then Dxf,(x) has no eigenvalue equal to one, and DF has rank two because D,F does. If D,f,(x) has an eigenvalue equal to one, we appeal to the generic universal unfoldings (normal forms) of all possible codimension-one and codimension-two bifurcation points with an eigenvalue of one [2, 10] . This is sufficient because we assume {f,} is a generic family when (Y > 0.
With no further degeneracy but the eigenvalue equal to one, (x, p ) is a simple saddle-node. By allowing the non-degeneracy conditions for the saddle-node, one at a time, we see that the only codimension-two points possible are the TakensBogdanov point (double eigenvalue one) and the cusp (a higher-order degeneracy in the normal form, in addition to the eigenvalue equal to one). From the universal unfoldings of these three bifurcations, shown in rows 1-3 of table 1, we find that D F has rank two, even though D,F does not. Note that for the Takens-Bogdanov point, the normal form is not a map, but a vector field whose time-1 map approximates the map in question up to arbitrarily high order. The zeros of the vector field correspond to the fixed points of the time-1 map.
In addition, the level set of a regular value of a map between orientable spaces can always be given the 'pre-image orientation'. Therefore, for a>O, r(1) is generically a C' orientable 2-manifold.
Thus, r(&rP14, and Now back to the programme. 
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Coordinates (x, y, E~, E') E R4 for bifurcations 1-6 and (2, E ) E C2 = R4 for bifurcations 7-9 are chosen to put the bifurcation point at the origin. In the codimension-one bifurcations (1,4) E~ does not explicitly appear. Bifurcations 1, 2 , 4 and 5 involve only one eigenvalue, and hence only one phase variable. We embed this in a two-dimensional phase space by making y = 0 either hyperbolically attracting or repelling. We assume that the real number a which appears in these unfoldings is non-zero, positive, and not equal to 1, so that the corresponding maps will be local diffeomorphisms, orientation preserving, and hyperbolic, respectively. For bifurcations 1 and 2, we can solve directly for the fixed points of the universal unfolding to obtain the local representation of r(1). For bifurcation 3, the map bifurcation is, up to arbitrarily high order, the time-1 map of the differential equation whose unfolding is given. Fixed points of the time-1 map correspond to zeros of the vector field in the table, which we solve to get the local representation of r(1). For bifurcations 4 and 5 we are looking for period-two points near a fixed point with eigenvalue -1. where the two surfaces r(1) and rp" intersect. Figure 3 shows the local graphical representation in the { y = 0) hyperplane of these surfaces for bifurcation 4, the '-' case. For bifurcations 6-9, the time-1 map of the differential equation whose unfolding is given approximates not but p for the appropriate q. In all four cases, the origin is the unique fixed point for each parameter value. Factoring out the fixed points gives us the local representation of each surface. Constants A , B and function A(lz1') are all complex. -We now come to the theorem that restricts the bifurcations that can occur on I'p1q. Note that no genericity assumption is made. Theorem 1. Let & be a two-parameter family of orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms of R 2 varying continuously in the C1 topology with respect to p .
Note that ( O , O ,
Suppose there exists a point (xo, yo) E p\rplq, (p, q ) = 1, q a 2. Then:
(A) xo is a fixed point off,, (B) if q 2 3, then Df,,(x0) has eigenvalues exp(f2niplq). (C) if q = 2, then Dfrco(x0) has an eigenvalue exp(2nip/2) = -1. definition, (x, p ) E Tp'4 implies f z ( x ) =x. By continuity, the same is true for (xo, yo). If xo were not a fixed point for&, the only other possibility would be a period-r point for some r, where r divides q and 1 r q. Then ps(xo, po) would be n/r for some integer n. But continuity of the self-rotation number (property 5 in subsection 2.4), implies ps(xo, po) =p/q. Consequently, n / r =p/q. This contradicts ( p , q ) = 1.
Proof. (A) By
(B) Df4,(xo) must have an eigenvalue one, or the period-q orbit could be uniquely continued 'above' po. Therefore Df,,(xo) must have an eigenvalue A, where In all three cases, ps(xo, po)= * j / q mod(1). From the continuity of the self-rotation number, we know ps(xo, yo) = p / q . Both are possible only if j = f p mod (4). Therefore, one eigenvalue must be either exp(2nip/q) or exp(-2nip/q). If q 3, then exp(f2nip/q) is complex, and both must be eigenvalues of Dfwo(xo).
(C) Same as (B), except for the last sentence. Since exp(f2nplq) = -1, we cannot completely determine the second eigenvalue, although it must be real and negative since f , is orientation preserving. 0 Theorem 1, along with the assumption that the family of maps generated by (1) is generic for {a > 0}, tells us that the resonance surfaces are manifolds. Corollary 1. If q 3 3 then p is generically an orientable 2-manifold with boundary CO X ( p / q , 0). If q # 3, the manifold is C'. ~ Proof. If (x, p ) E I'p/q, then the orbit points do not interact near (x, p ) , and locally is the O-level set of F(x, p ) =f",x) -x, which has rank two as in the proof of lemma 2, but replacing &(x) by f",x). If (x, p ) E rp'4\Ypiq, then theorem 1 says (x, p ) is a fixed point of f,(x) with eigenvalues exp(k2nip/q). The univerial unfoldings of these Hopf bifurcation points with resonance [2] , which we call 'fi points', show they are isolated manifold points on p. See rows 7-9 in table 1.
Because the fixed points are isolated, the orientation at these points can be chosen to be consistent with the pre-image orientation on Yp'q to orient Tp'4.
The only possible boundary points have a = 0. CO x ( p / q , 0) is the only set of p / q points with a = 0.
The Proof. The proof mimics that of corollary 1, except that the fixed points are period-doubling points (with eigenvalue -1). Because they are codimension-one instead of codimension-two bifurcations, they are not isolated points on rp/4, so the global orientation of rp/2 does not follow. In fact, the period-two resonance surfaces are typically Mobius strips in most examples. We use the universal unfoldings of the simple period-doubling, the non-degenerate period-doubling, and the double eigenvalue -1 points, analogous to the saddle-node, cusp, and Takens-Bogdanov points, respectively, in the proof of lemma 2. See rows 4-6 in table 1 to see that rp/2 is a C' manifold near these bifurcation points. 0 is generically a C' 2-manifold with
The necessity of the Hopf bifurcation
In the previous section we saw that only fixed points can be in rp/4\Yp'q. Now we show that these fixed points must occur whenever the resonance surface is Case 1. q is odd. We know (corollary 1) that Tp/4 is orientable. Since the cardinality q of the cover over [ P I is odd, [PI must also be orientable. Consequently, all pairs of edges on the outside are oriented in opposite directions, and so contribute cancelling amounts to the index of the whole outside curve. So its index must be zero. Case 2. q is even. It is conceivable that [ P I is non-orientable. Although the index of the outside curve may be non-zero, it must equal zero mod(2) because the outside edges occur in pairs.
Both cases give us our sought after contradiction. For q odd, we would have Z([y]) = 0 = ((a number relatively prime to q ) + 0) mod(q). For q even, we would have 0 = (an odd number plus an even number) mod(q). So Tp'9 must have a fixed point.
Theorem 1 implies the eigenvalue of the fixed point is exp(2niplq). 0 Theorems 1 and 2 together tell us that a Hopf bifurcation curve is a necessary part of the bifurcation diagram for periodically forced oscillators with compact resonance surfaces. In the next section, we support this result with a numerical example.
Numerical example
For numerical investigation, we used a model with impulse forcing, suggested to the author by R P McGehee in 1985. This enabled us to compute a closed formula for a map corresponding to the time l/w return maps of (1). Additionally, the model was chosen to guarantee the maps had a unique globally attracting fixed point for high enough amplitude of forcing. Consequently, all resonance regions must eventually terminate as the forcing amplitude increases. These closed resonance regions were the target object of study. The family of maps Hw is defined as the composition g, h,,, where h,, is defined as the time-one map of the (integrable) flow described The period-one and period-two resonance regions are obviously different from the higher-period resonance regions near the Hopf curve. This is due in part to the face that the 'Hopf' curve, defined by the set of fixed points with eigenvalues whose product is one, does not only consist of Hopf bifurcation points. When the complex conjugate eigenvalues of the Hopf bifurcation, varying on the unit circle, both become 1 (a Takens-Bogdanov point) or -1 (a double -1 point), the eigenvalues separate on the real axis, leaving a saddle. When they come back together at the second Takens-Bogdanov point or double -1 point, respectively, they then return to being complex, producing true Hopf bifurcation points again. These saddle gaps in the Hopf curve, shown as broken curves in figure 5 , allow routes from the attracting invariant circle at a = 0 to the attracting fixed point at the top of the parameter space, without undergoing a Hopf bifurcation. Follow the sequences 4, 3, 2, 1 and 10, 9, 8, 7, 6 , 5 in figure 5 and corresponding phase portraits in figure 6 . Note the extra codimension-two bifurcation points on the period-one triangular saddle-node curve, and the period-doubling circle in the period-two resonance region, on which the period-two saddle-nodes terminate.
The saddle gaps in the Hopf curve also emphasise one difference between resonance regions that emanate from a Hopf bifurcation curve and those that emanate from the zero forcing amplitude. Here, of course, we have a connection between the two situations. They are at opposite 'ends' of the same resonance region.
We study the resonance surfaces and the corresponding bifurcation phenomena in much more detail in [15, 181. As an advertisement for [18] , we mention that we show there that for the above numerical example is a topological disk when q 3 3 . Even more interesting is the fact that each period-two surface rp" turns out to be a Mobius strip. The fixed-point surface r(1) has only one component because the fixed points that form on the invariant circle 'run into' the repelling fixed point from the centre of the circle. For this reason, it is really a misnomer to call the triangular region a resonance region. The triangle is a projection of folds in the fixed-point surface, but the surface extends outside the triangle as well. We also use theorem 2 in [18] to isolate features that must be common to all forced-oscillator bifurcation diagrams associated with compact resonance surfaces. The necessity of the Hopf bifurcation largely controls what kinds of bifurcations will appear as part of the full bifurcation picture. We caution the reader that while figure 5 contains the essential features of the bifurcation picture, it is far from complete. See [15, 181 , and future work for more details.
As a final comment, we point out that Gambaudo [9] analytically, and McKarnin et a1 [3] numerically, have obtained similar bifurcation diagrams to figures 5 and 6 by starting with a Hopf bifurcation for an autonomous differential system and then periodically forcing this system. Our work shows that their model was in some sense the 'right' model to work with for forced oscillators because, whenever the resonance surfaces are compact, the Hopf bifurcation for the induced family of maps must be present.
